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Big Fish
in the City
Early in the morning, Zurich's last
professional fisherman pulls in his nets.
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Still waters
Early in the morning, the lake rests quiet and still.

»

Onto the Lake
Adrian Gerny is the last professional fisherman in the City of Zurich and one
of only 18 on Lake Zurich. Already at 10, he knew that fishing was his calling.
Every Saturday morning, he sat at the boat landing in Hurden and watched the
fishermen come in. After he had been allowed on a boat for the first time, he
spent every free Wednesday afternoon on the water. Following secondary school,
he completed a three year professional apprenticeship as a fisherman. At the same
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At a small landing built from natural stone slabs, Adrian’s “Helena” is moored.
The aluminum boat once served as rescue vessel for the British coast guard. Her
name is not really to Adrian’s liking, but: “It’s ill luck to change a boat’s name.” At
the bow, a small cabin houses the helm, GPS, and depth finder, and offers shelter
from storms and the cold. Behind it, there’s room for several nets, a vivier tank,
and stackable plastic boxes. Adrian switches on the yellow signal lamp on the roof,
and starts the smaller of the two outboard engines: 50 HP to land and to adjust
the boat’s position when pulling in the nets, 150 HP for longer trips. We leave the
landing behind. Night colors the water pitch black. A pale moon pierces the mist.
For Adrian, this is a normal start to the workday.

»

My cell phone beeps; it is 4 o’clock in the morning. I grab my warmest sweater,
a fleece, rain clothes, and hiking shoes, just as I was told. In the yellow light of
Zurich’s street lamps, I bike along the lakeshore to Wollishofen. The air is dry and
the cold bites. The city is asleep: there is no traffic, no noise and only a handful
of people heading to work at this impossible hour. Adrian Gerny, a tall, well-built
man in green rubber boots and orange workpants, awaits me on the “Fischer’s
Fritz” camping ground, a cigarette between his lips.

Fisherman's friend
A good net is key to catching big fish.

time, he attended classes in lake biology in Starnberg, close to Munich. His father,
a doctor, allowed him to pursue his wish under one condition: “Do whatever you
want to, but do it right!” Today, at 26, Adrian Gerny owns a fishing company with
two employees. “When people hear that I am a fisherman, they tend to think of
a lone guy spending his leisure time angling,” says Adrian with a chuckle. “Few
can imagine that you can make a living with this.”

Fish in Fashion
Adrian changes back to the smaller engine. The boat rocks in the icy wind; the
fisherman searches for the little piece of Styrofoam that signals the net’s position.
In Switzerland, only passive fishing is allowed: the fishermen use nets with lead
weights on the bottom and floats on the top. Once cast, they sit in the water like
large tennis nets, 90 meters long and 2.5 meters deep. And with a little luck, the
fish swim in.

»
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50 HP or 150 HP
The fisherman uses the smaller of his two
outboard engines to steer his boat close to the net.

It is almost 6am and still pitch black. Despite my fleece gloves, I can’t feel my
fingers anymore, and despite my hat, my ears are stinging with cold. A little above
freezing, estimates Adrian: “Unusually warm for this time of year.” He’s wearing
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The Cold and the Wind
The second net holds a few more whitefish, three roaches, and a bream. With
practiced movements, he breaks the animals’ necks and throws them into one
of the plastic boxes. Four nets wait in the water, all within a perimeter of a few
hundred meters. In the third, we find a small pike. Adrian explains that they can
reach lengths of up to one meter in spring. “If one of those bites, it won’t let go.”

»

We chug along the net while Adrian pulls it in with a small winch. No catch
in the first few meters. Then a whitefish, maybe 30 centimeters long. Its scales
glisten silvery with a bluish sheen. Adrian disentangles it; some of the white slime
that protects the fish from disease splashes on his work pants. On a good day in
summer or spring, Adrian brings in a catch of 200 kilograms, mainly whitefish.
Demand is high, so high that he often forgets to keep a nice fillet for himself. “I
don’t eat fish more than twice a month,” he says. His clients include 22 restaurants
in Zurich, as well as the Migros supermarket chain. Fresh, locally-caught fish is in
fashion. Recently, even hipsters have developed a taste for it thanks to trendy restaurateur Michel Péclard. Three years ago, he switched the menu in his restaurant,
“Fischer’s Fritz,” to focus on this fresh local produce. In exchange for supplying
him, he offered Adrian’s small enterprise the landing on the camping ground of
the same name and a sterile processing room. “The restaurant reminds people that
my profession still exists,” says Adrian.

14 nets, each of them 90 x 2.5 meters
On a good day, up to 200 kilograms of fish are the fisherman's haul.

800 teeth
Pike can easily be recognized by the unique shape of their head.

The Glarner Alps as a backdrop
Adrian Gerny's job on the lake offers some beautiful "fringe benefits."

neither hat nor scarf, and his hands are only
covered by thin rubber gloves. In winter,
temperatures can fall below -10° Celsius.

Thrills and Fears

Restaurant Kiosk
Seefeldquai 51, Zurich, tram 2
or 4 to Feldeggstrasse
www.restaurant-kiosk.ch

Restaurant Gambrinus
Seestrasse 85, Wädenswil,
regional trains S2
or S8 to Wädenswil
www.restaurant-gambrinus.com
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Restaurant Bürgli
Kilchbergstrasse 15,
Zurich-Wollishofen,
tram 7 to Post Wollishofen
www.restaurantbuergli.ch

»

It is almost daylight and the wind has
calmed down. My fingers thaw. Seagulls
and herons follow the boat. Adrian pulls
in the last of his fourteen nets and lights
another Camel. Loud music blares from
the cabin radio as we steer back towards
the landing with a mere two dozen fish in
the boxes. “Some morning!” laughs Adrian.
He’s learned to cope with meager days. Yet,
he couldn’t imagine a job he’d rather do.

Milchbar am Bellevue
St. Urbangasse 4, Zurich, trams
2/4/5/8/9/11/15 to Bellevue
www.milchbar-am-bellevue.ch
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It is shortly before 7 o’clock in the morning. We are far out on the lake. A soft red
spreads over the sky from behind the hills of
Küsnacht. And suddenly, the snow-covered
Alps light up on the southern end of the
lake. “What other job offers you this?” asks
Adrian enthusiastically. In such moments,
he forgets the cold and the wind, the long
work days, the lack of sleep, the worries
when the nets come up empty, or when the
catch hardly pays for the gas he’s used.

Restaurant Fischer’s Fritz
Seestrasse 559,
Zurich-Wollishofen,
bus 161 to Stadtgrenze
www.fischers-fritz.ch

»

A fisherman’s worst enemy is the wind
that can whip up the waves and send spray
over the bow up to as high as three meters:
“You can hardly stand at the winch, you’re
wet to your underpants, and the boxes are
tossed from side to side.” On those days,
Adrian comes into his own. He loves the
thrill, even though danger is never far away.
Three years ago, a friend of his went overboard in a storm; his remains have never
been found. “The nets are in the water. If
you don’t bring them in, you can be ruined.”

Where to find
Adrian's fresh fish:

WHiTEFiSH

sWAn LAKe

70 CM

Most important food fish in terms of catch. Documented since the Middle Ages,
whitefish are likely to have been an important trade good in that period.

Among Zurich's water fowl, the majestic
mute swan draws everybody's attention.

AdULT
PErCH

20 CM

EGGS

nature

35-38 days.
Swans lay 3-7 eggs in
two-day intervals. Parents
may get aggressive when
defending their nests.

»

Predator. In many areas, there is an overpopulation of perch.
Second most important food fish in terms of catch.

3-4 years.
Males and females are hard to
distinguish. However, during
mating season, the black
knob on the bill of males
grows larger.

»

80 CM

Brown trout have a life expectancy of up to 18 years. Since 1980,
trout catch has decreased by more than 60%. While there were 1.2 million trout
caught per year in the past, today’s annual catch amounts to only 400,000.

1 WHiTEFiSH
Try the fillet: cooked in
a marinade made of
vinegar, red wine,
scallions, and herbs.

2 PErCH
Ask for the fish nuggets:
pieces of perch
deep-fried in a
beer batter.
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TrOUT

YOUnG
SWAn

3 TrOUT
Order “Forelle blau:”
poached trout, served
with a little lemon juice
and melted butter.

2 years.
The feathers of
the young swans
grow progressively
lighter. They attain
their typical white
plumage after their
first full molt.

CYGnET
(before fledging):
4-5 months.
The down of most
cygnets is a mottled
brown. Chicks with
white down are known
as “Polish”cygnets.

The Mute Swan: Behavior & Characteristics
Mute swans are monogamous and pair for long periods of time. Male and female
both care for their young. A grown swan weighs 10 – 13 kg and has a wingspan of
200 – 240 cm. Its life expectancy is between 16 and 20 years. The cantonal population
includes 40 breeding pairs and numerous non-mating individuals.

